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About me
Deanna Riddick is the author of Awakening the Psychic Self: A
Christian Perspective, and The Higher Self Oracle. She is a psychic
channeler, host of the podcast, Intuitive Awakening, and teaches
Trusting your Intuition, Psychic Development, and Discovering
your Soul's purpose across the world.

Speak your Light!
INTUITIVE AWAKENING
4K LISTENERS A MONTH

ALL THINGS SPIRITUAL
3K VIDEO SUBSCRIBERS

Book

Featured On:

Higher Self Oracle

Intuitive WTF Podcast, Episode#7
Lack of Spiritual Diversity
A Soulful Rebellion, Episode#12
Demystifying Magick Spirits

spiritualgirl111@gmail.com

www.infinitesupply.org

@infinitesupply222

Deanna's Mission Deanna's goal is to help everyone remember their TRUE identity. We are SPIRIT beings having a
HUMAN experience and she is on a mission to help you remember that truth and live from the loving
reality of your own spirit. Her goal is to empower you with the proper spiritual knowledge and tools to
help you improve your life, connect to your intuition, understand your soul's purpose, and heal
yourself!

SAMPLE KEYNOTE TALKS WITH DEANNA RIDDICK
Connecting with the Tarot
Deanna has worked with the Tarot for
10 years and has taught many people
how to understand the messages of
this mystical system. She provides
quick tips to understand the symbols
and messages and teaches how to
connect to it intuitively.

You ARE Psychic

Deanna teaches who Spirit Guides are
and how people can connect to their
spirit guides easily for guidance and
support.

Discovering your Soul's
Purpose

Deanna discusses how everyone can
discern their own soul's purpose and take
the necessary steps to fulfill it without
fear or doubt!

Deanna has been teaching psychic
development for 9 years. She
teaches how to hear, feel, and see
spirits beyond the Earth realm. She
can provide your listeners with quick
tricks and tips to open your spiritual
hearing and spiritual sight to begin
their own psychic journey.
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Connecting to Spirit
Guides

Invoking the Divine Feminine
Deanna teaches how to open your
heart to connect to divine feminine
energy to heal your heart and mind
and improve the quality of your life.
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